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MPS PRESIDENTS MESSAGE.

At this time of year, we normally wish people a “Happy New
Year” as a traditional gesture of good will. For me, this year, wishing people a happy
new year is especially important. I have seen the strain and uncertainty COVID19
has brought to the weary faces of my family and friends (and I include MPS
members in that group), customers at work, my colleges, and people in the street. I
truly do wish everyone a “Happy New Year.” Everyone deserves at least that. As we
move into what is setting out to be our third year of COVID chaos it is hard for many
of us to maintain a positive outlook on life in general. This might help you.
Aims, Goals and Worry. When I was younger, I raced kayaks and canoes, in long
distance races from 25 to 160 kilometres. I was fitter then and paddled around 50 Ks
a week in training with an additional race most weekend. Therefore, I usually
paddled between 50 and 100 Ks most weeks. When I first started this insanity, I
could paddle quite fast, but I often failed to finish races and rarely placed if I did.
Talking with an older competitor (Crooksie must have been twice my age, at least
forty at the time), he said,
“You don’t race to the finish line, you can’t see it, its 20 Ks away. You race to
the next bend in the river. Then the next, then the next. Focus on the things
that matter, (stroke rate, balance, hydration etc) don’t think about 20
kilometres, it only clouds your mind. Think about the next bend and who you
need to catch up to or stay in front of.”
That little slice of wisdom helped me win races and changed the way I approached
life.
The goal is always there but it is the aim and how you get there that matters. The
next little gem of information came from another fellow kayak paddler discussing
race tactics.
“Only worry about things you have control over. You can only deal with the
consequences of an event that you have no control of, so focus on that. If is
still bothers you, get in a position of control.”
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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE CONTINUED.
An illuminating statement if you extend the theory to life itself. Still in the kayaks but
this time in an Olympic Class K2 (two-man kayak) my best mate and I were killing
the Lachlan Valley Down River Race in the mid ‘70s. 25 Ks from Reed Flat to Cowra.
We had one of the fastest boats on the water that day, so we started as back
markers with other K1 and K2s. We soon moved through the field quicky and were
leading the race. With about 4 Ks to go and no one in sight, Neil and I were doing it
easily when we started thinking about what it was going to be like when we crossed
the finish line. Half the population of Cowra would be on the banks of the river. The
mayor would greet us, the local newspaper and TV station would want photos and
interviews, our wives would be amazed we won a major race. It was going to be so
good. We started to chatter and lost focus. Our stroke rate dropped, our momentum
slowed so the kayak sat lower in the water and dragged. About 60m from the finish
Alan Thompson an Olympian from New Zealand blew past us in a K1 and beat us by
two boat lengths. We didn’t even know he had caught up to us. After the shock and
disappointment, I coined a phrase that I have used often since,
“Don’t think about the glory of winning, think about winning the glory.”
Think about what I have written and if it helps, apply some of my thoughts to your
own situation. Select a goal (an overseas trip for example) and work towards it in
small bites. Create as many aims as you like to get to that goal. Methodically work
through those aims one at a time and focus on overcoming the challenges, don’t
question the challenges, you can’t change them. Soon each aim will be achieved,
and you will eventually reach your goal. Most importantly, don’t worry about what you
can’t control.
Wishing you all a safe and Happy New Year
Peter Sherlock
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NEXT MONTH COMPETITION MEETING
Our next Competition Meeting is on Wednesday the 9th of February and our judge will be
Nigel Smith from Monochrome Australia. Nigel did a presentation for us back in October
2021

Images By Nigel Smith

As well as the normal colour and mono digital categories we are back to colour and mono prints, (how
Exciting), the theme for the creative category in February is Reflections. All themed images will be in
digital format. It is still 5 images across all categories
Reflection photography, also referred to as mirror photography, is when you use reflective surfaces to
create an artistic echo of a scene. This type of photography can add an interesting spin to locations
that are hotspots for photographers such as oceans, lakes, puddles, and even rain drops
Information sourced from befunky.com

Images sourced from befunky.com

Digital entries only are accepted for the themed category and as usual they will need to be submitted
to the Competition Secretary by the Sunday before the meeting, the 6th of February, along with your
payment advise slip to the Treasurer. Prints are $1 per entry and digital images are $2 per entry.

Competition details will be distributed the week prior to the meeting.
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PRESENTATIONS
Our presentation meeting on the 23rd of February is nocturnal wildlife photography
presented by Brett Mezen.
Wildlife By Brett
Hi, my name is Brett Mezen and I’m a wildlife photographer from Elderslie. I’ve been photographing
wildlife for 3 1/2 years now, having begun when a mountain biking accident sidelined me for a few
months. While out on a walk one day I met some bird photographers and that was the beginning of
my journey.
In the 3 1/2 years I have focused solely on wildlife, well except for one night shooting Astro. I have
experience with all camera types having started out using a bridge camera, without interchangeable
lenses. I then moved on to a crop sensor DSLR, then full frame DSLR and just recently I started using
a pro level mirrorless body. I have used zoom lenses and large fast primes as well.
I photograph all kinds of wildlife in all conditions except underwater. I shoot daytime, nocturnal, and
macro, capturing everything from frogs to owls in flight at night. I look forward to sharing my
experiences with you all and providing tips and ideas to help you get the best from your wildlife
photography.
Regards
Brett Mezen

Images By Brett Mezen
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EVENTS
To welcome in the new year, the TOP SHOT and Annual Point Score Awards live presentations will once
again be held at the Camden Sports Club (22 Cawdor Road Camden) on Friday 4th February 2022 at
6.00pm. The evening will commence with a hit and giggle (or a more serious round, depending on who you
talk to) game of Barefoot Lawn Bowls. Full instructions and equipment will be provided on the night. This will
be followed by dinner and the trophy presentations. MPS will cover the cost of the bowls events and
members will cover their own food and beverages.
Please RSVP to Social Secretary Lisa Everett no later than Saturday 29th January 2022
at socialmpsinc@gmail.com if you would like to attend for a great night. Inform Lisa if you are bowling
and or staying for dinner as we need to book with two different departments of the Sports Club.

Images by Jim Vouden and David Williams

Unfortunately, the postponed Narellan Town Centre Exhibition will be postponed again until later in
the year due to the current COVID situation making it a bit risky for our members to be in attendance
for four hours at a time and the patronage of the Centre is lower than normal at the moment with most
people just hurrying in and out to get their basics. The images are still prepared and ready to go and
we just need to make another booking for later in the year when it will suit both parties better.

Created by Vecteezy
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CLUB INFO.

After almost two years of Zoom Meetings the committee is striving very hard to have meetings return
to the hall as from February. I am sure we are all looking forward to being able to meet face to face
instead of hiding behind our computer screens and the occasional distractions from other home
occupants, televisions, or furry friends. As is the new normal now, no guarantees can be made, and
we will have to obey any changing health orders. At the moment we will have to wear facemasks
while indoors.
Returning to the hall will mean a couple of things for competition nights. We will be able to view and
judge print categories once more which will be very exciting but also it will mean the re-introduction of
the competition entry fees ($1 prints $2 digital images) which were temporarily suspended during
COVID Zoom meetings (we have to pay for the hall you know!). We will not be taking cash on the
night and funds will have to be transferred to the MPS account before the meetings as had been done
previously in the year. We will update you further closer to meetings recommencing.
The first Competition night will be Wednesday 9th February 2022 and the Creative Theme is
"Reflections" so get your creative thinking caps on. The Presentation Meeting will be 23rd February
2022 so put those dates in your diaries.
Anyone who needs some guidelines on how to present images for print judging just let Neil Loomes
know, Neil can be contacted at secretarympsinc@gmail.com Digital images will, of course, continue
as normal (including Creative Theme).

No more Zooming

More Hands-on fun

More socialising

Back to Prints
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FEATURED MEMBER
David Williams
A PHOTO WALK
A bloody good day out and I have the photos to prove it.

A photo walk consists of a group of likeminded people getting together going to somewhere
interesting to take, you guessed it - photos. Oh, but it’s much more than that.
A photo walk is a social experience - it’s as much about the people as it is about the
photography, especially with the isolation due to the covid 19 restrictions. It’s so good to get
together in an outside situation when we can’t meet as a club indoors. Although some of us
do manage to meet up for a coffee and a chat on Wednesdays and sometimes we plan a
photo walk to change things up a bit. The invitation to join us has been put to all members of
the club, if for any reason you have missed out and haven’t seen the invitation just check out
my Facebook page. https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100006528790753

As for photography, why would you not want to go somewhere far different from your own
little world and grab some unexpected and exciting images? Some of my best comp photos
have come from photo walks.
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FEATURED MEMBER

Phase 1. Getting there. How many times have we solved the world's problems while

traveling into the city by train? Our group is full of experts, if only the pollies would listen to us.
Got a photography problem or confused with a camera setup…someone in that group can
help and then tell you why their camera does it better. Dad jokes, so many when Eddie’s in
the group, and of course complaining about the last comp judge.

Phase 2. Arrival and the next big question…where to get coffee? Try to find a street cafe so

you can sit and watch the locals walk by and take photos of the interesting/odd ones.
Recently we watched a Crocodile Dundee impersonator set up at Circular Quay and a table of
people having breakfast with their dogs. Funny story-while sitting at a café in the city with our
cameras on the tables we were assumed to be paparazzi waiting for someone famous to
come out of a Macquarie Street building.

Image by Jenny Delaporte Lunch at Newtown Pub
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FEATURED MEMBER
Phase 3. Wandering around the location and taking photos. Now one big advantage of being in a

group is observing the actions of your fellow members. It's so interesting to see what others find
interesting and how they go about photographing it - not to copy but to get you thinking outside of
your box. The number of times you see the photo of others from the walk and think “Was I on the
same walk? I didn’t see that! You may gain a little confidence being in a group which will prompt you
to approach people or go places you wouldn’t if you were alone. Note. I am not a good example to
follow, I get yelled at a lot. If you are lucky you might get to observe the master of charm talk a
passer-by to stop and pose for him.

Image by David Williams

Image by Jenny Delaporte

Image by Jim Vouden

State Library
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FEATURED MEMBER

Despite Covid , we as a group of club members and Wednesday’s coffee
group have managed to do 10 photo walks
1. State library for the 1440 Exhibition. Images from the Sydney Morning Herald
photographers. Plus, walking from Central Station.
2. Bulli Beach Cafe. Breakfast on the beach, Sand, surfers, and rock pools.
3. Thirlmere Steam Museum. Dramatic industrial machines, a great study in
monochrome.
4. Blue Mountains Botanical Gardens. Landscape heaven and celebrity
gardening hero.
5. Newtown. A returning favourite full of colourful street art and characters-but
the pub was closed.
6. State Library. World Press Exhibition. Epic images from around the world.
And walking around the City.
7. Kangaroo Valley. Artist-photographer Colin Talbot was having an Exhibition in
the Valley-say no more. Met with Colin who pointed out some beautiful
photographic spots and then hosted the exhibition and demonstrated his
framing techniques. Awesome day.
8. Milsons Point. An evening in the City, night shots and walking over the bridge.
9. Milsons Point. A few weeks later as we ran out of time walking over the
bridge.
This time we did some I.C.M. images of the city but enjoying ourselves too
much almost missed the last train home and I almost lost a
camera….adventurous night.
10. TAP Gallery Surry Hills. Exhibition as part of Head On Photo Festival and a
Walk of this historic area. We were mistaken for real estate photographers.
In 2022 we will try to do as many walks as we can while respecting any health
restrictions.
I would urge anyone to try and participate in a walk as this is a great way to
learn many aspects of photography in a very informal setting with a very
friendly group of people. You will laugh, learn, and wake up sore in the
morning.

Thirlmere Steam museum

Our Beautiful Harbour Bridge
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Mt Tomah Gardens

The Train Station

Bulli Swim Center

All Images Taken by David Williams
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Kangaroo Valley

Newtown

In The City with intentional camera movement

Autumn Colours In The Blue Mountains

The Hit Man

Newtown, Where David Gets yelled at

All Images Taken by David Williams
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TIPS AND TRICKS
EXPERIMENT WITH SHUTTER SPEED
Don’t be afraid to play with the shutter speed to create some interesting effects. When taking a nighttime shot, use a tripod and try shooting with the shutter speed set at 4 seconds. You will see that the
movement of the object is captured along with some light trails. If you choose a faster shutter speed
of say 1/250th of a second, the trails will not be as long or bright; instead, you will freeze the action.
Try shooting other compositions with moving objects or backgrounds such as waves on a beach,
crowds of people walking, cars commuting, with different shutter speeds to either capture blurred
movement or snapshots that freeze everything sharply in time. Whenever using slow shutter speeds
to blur movement, it is critical that the camera is stabilized to eliminate camera shake. A good sturdy
tripod is recommended.

Information and images sourced from https://www.exposureguide.com

APERTURE – THE FIRST BASIC CAMERA SETTING

The aperture is one of the most important photography settings, and one of the basic camera settings
for beginners.

WHAT IS THE APERTURE CAMERA SETTING?

Simply put, the aperture is the opening of the camera lens, which affects the amount of light that
passes through the lens to the sensor. For this reason, this camera setting has a direct impact on
the exposure of the image, and it’s critical to the depth of field, sharpness, and final look of the image.
The maximum and minimum aperture is determined by a number popularly known as F-stop value,
which follows a sequence like this (The smaller the number, the larger the aperture and vice versa)

Information and images sourced from https://capturetheatlas.com
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TIPS AND TRICKS
SHUTTER SPEED – AN ESSENTIAL PHOTOGRAPHY SETTING TO CAPTURE
MOTION
Shutter speed is another fundamental setting on camera that’s also related to the main exposure
camera settings.

WHAT IS THE SHUTTER SPEED CAMERA SETTING?

In short, shutter speed is the length of time that the camera shutter is open and capturing light. The
shutter speed camera setting plays a key role in exposure and it has two important effects: Motion
and shakiness.
Shutter speed is measured in seconds and fractions of a second. Following this sequence, the higher
the number, the longer the exposure time

BEST SHUTTER SPEED CAMERA SETTINGS

Regarding shutter speed camera settings, when you want to capture motion like in long exposure
photography or want to shoot in low-light like in night photography, you should use a slower shutter
speed, generally from 1/60th of a second up to several minutes. This photography setting is usually
limited to 30” in most cameras, so to increase this time, you’ll need to use the Bulb mode camera
setting and a shutter release. As an example, camera settings for Milky Way photography in terms of
shutter speed is usually between 15-25 seconds.
On the other hand, when you want to freeze motion, you should aim for a fast shutter speed,
generally between 1/60th and the minimum shutter speed setting of your camera, which is usually
1/4000th of a second. A good camera setting example of this are action shots, like in wildlife or sports
photography.
Information and images sourced from https://capturetheatlas.com

Image sourced from www.clickitupanotch

Image sourced from https://improvephotography.com
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TIPS AND TRICKS
WHAT IS THE ISO CAMERA SETTING?

In brief, ISO increases the light information captured by the camera sensor. The ISO directly affects
the exposure and the digital noise, so it’s also a critical camera setting to avoid digital noise.
ISO in photography is measured in a range of “ISO levels” which follows a sequence like this: (the
higher the number, the higher the ISO, amount of light, and digital noise)

BEST ISO CAMERA SETTINGS

The ideal ISO camera setting depends on the camera sensor size and other factors like the type of
photography.
When you’re shooting under good light conditions, you should use a low ISO setting. ISO values from
ISO 100-ISO 400 are considered low ISOs.
However, in those situations where there’s not much light available or you need to increase the
shutter speed, you’ll most likely have to set a high ISO setting, usually between ISO 800 and ISO
6400. You should set the max. ISO according to your camera. A good reference point is ISO 3200 for
entry-level cameras and ISO 6400 for more advanced cameras.

HOW TO CHANGE THE ISO SETTING ON CAMERA

The placement of the ISO setting button completely changes from camera to camera, but most
models include a direct button to change it. I recommend checking your camera manual if you’re not
sure where the ISO is on your camera wheel.

Image sourced from https://wp-modula.com

Image sourced from https://www.samsung.com
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PROGRAM
February the 9th
Competition Judge – Nigel Smith
Theme: Reflections

February the 23rd
Presenter – Brett Mezen
Nocturnal Wildlife Photography

March the 9th
Competition Judge- Linda Fury
Theme: Looking up

March the 23rd
Tabletop Workshop

April the 13th
Competition Judge- Colin Talbot
Theme: Directional Light

April the 27th
Presenter-TBA

May the 11th
Competition Judge -TBA
Theme: Street Photography

May the 25th
Presenter- Sandra Dan

June the 15th
Competition Judge- Sandra Dan
Theme; Intentional Camera Movement

June the 29th
Presenter- Brett Atkins (Gadgetry)

July the 13th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: TBA
July the 27th
Presenter: TBA

Cable Release
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PROGRAM
August the 10th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Framing

August the 24th
Presenter- TBA

September the 14th
Competition Judge- TBA
Theme: Creative Beach Photography

September the 28th
Presenter- Colin Talbot

October the 12th
Competition Judge- John and Leanne Alessi
Theme: Vintage Image (looks like it was taken 60+ years ago, subject, lighting, processing, paging etc)

October the 26th
Presenter- TBA

November the 9th
Competition Judge – TBA
Theme: Night Scenes

November the 23rd
Presenter- TBA

December the 14th
Top Shot Judge- TBA
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